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Abstract

To what extent do our worldviews, political and religious beliefs and our values influence the way we perceive the climate emergency and the commitment to combat it in France? Through this question we pursue two clear objectives: firstly, to study the social dimensions of climate change and secondly to shed light on the vectors of engagement in the fight against climate change. Based on a perception survey we conducted in the Hauts-de-France region in 2017, we highlight how an approach that takes into account worldview, values and beliefs help us to understand the different attitudes towards CC perception and the fight against it. We show that the opposition between those who are convinced and those who are skeptical about CC refers to ideological differences that are deeply-rooted in the right-left political divide, but also in different beliefs and values. In addition, among the main vectors of climate engagement, our analyses highlight the importance of a worldview based on the finiteness of natural resources, values related to associative engagement and trust.
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1. Introduction

The reality of global warming is today the subject of a broad consensus within the scientific community. According to the recent special report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2018), human activities are today considered responsible for a 1.0°C increase in the temperature of our planet in comparison with the pre-industrial level. At the current rate of greenhouse gas emissions, this increase could reach 1.5°C between 2030 and 2050. The objective today is to limit global warming to 1.5°C, to give people and ecosystems the possibility of being more resilient. Limiting warming to 1.5°C and not 2°C would minimise the serious consequences on the health and well-being of populations and ecosystems. To achieve this goal, the pace of implementation of adaptation strategies must be accelerated, in order to initiate large-scale transitions in several areas (energy, transport, agriculture, land use planning). The implementation of these adaptation strategies requires a good understanding of the issue of climate change (CC) (Note 1) and its related challenges by the general population. In this perspective, CC appears as simultaneously a reality, an agenda, a problem, a context, a narrative and a discourse (Geoghegan & Leyson, 2012). From this point of view, analysing and understanding the social dimensions of CC is indispensable today as they are at the heart of the success or failure of public adaptation policies advocated by scientists and politicians. This understanding of the social dimension of CC is itself dependent on several factors, among which we can cite: the worldview, the political orientation and the values that dictate the everyday behaviour of the general population. This article looks at the influence of these parameters on the belief in CC and the commitment to fight against the phenomenon. The main question is: to what extent does the worldview, the political orientation and the values of the society or social groups that compose it make it possible to identify and characterise the perceptions of and commitment to adaptation in the face of CC?
Worldviews can be defined as systems of values and beliefs that justify certain decisions and social behaviours (O’Brien, 2009, Brink & Wamster, 2018). According to O’Brien and Wolf (2010), values can be understood as desirable elements for individuals and societies while beliefs refer to the idea of holding the truth about a given subject or object (here CC). It is in this general context that we question the key determinants contained in the worldviews, the political orientation, the values and the beliefs that are conducive or not to believing in CC and acting against it. From these angles, our article should shed light on and explain the differences in perception and engagement in the fight against CC in two study sites in the Hauts-de-France region - similar in terms of climate, but different from a socio-economic point of view.

2. World View, Political Orientation and Values in Climate Change Research: A Review of the Literature

In this work, we question the world view, political affiliation and values in order to analyse the determinants that encourage people to engage or not in the fight against CC. This approach to CC is a long-standing minority approach in scientific publications on the subject (Hulme 2009, O’Brien & Wolf 2010). However, it is decisive for understanding the way in which societies perceive the phenomenon, as well as what drives them to act. In recent years, the scientific community, including researchers in the humanities and social sciences, has become more interested in the values-based, world view approach, and many authors (McCright & Dunlap, 2011, Pidgeon, 2012, Wamsler, 2018) consider these variables as being fundamental in order to better analyse the social dimensions of CC. This approach allows to question and understand the perceptions of climate change and the implementation of control strategies.

2.1 World View, Values and Beliefs vs. Climate Change

First, according to Douglas and Wildavsky (1983), founders of the culturalist approach to risk perception and risk management, societies and/or social groups that share the same values and beliefs tend to experience their relation to the environment and the associated risks in the same way. They show that in decision-making, beliefs and values are key factors in the direction of action of individuals and social groups. In this sense, these two authors evoke four major visions of the world: individualist, egalitarian, fatalist and hierarchist (see also Thompson, Ellis, & Wildavsky, 1990). Each of these worldviews refers to a certain perception of risk (here in terms of the climate) and nature in general. These perceptions are governed by a social and political order that directs and influences behaviour in regards to climate risk. More recently, another major contribution by Brink and Wamster (2018) is a continuation of Douglas and Wildavsky's (1983) cultural approach to risk. In this work, Brink and Wamster (2018) focus on adaptation in the face of CC and show that those with a community-based vision are more inclined to take adaptation measures. Individualists, who we could find, for example, among entrepreneurs, evaluate their own ability to adapt as higher and are reluctant to take collective measures of adaptation. In the case of fatalists, who are also often the marginalised of society, they have a lower motivation in the fight against CC. This is explained by a certain form of resignation and helplessness experienced by them. In addition, these authors observe a positive correlation between being fatalistic and being older. We will see in this study if this framework of interpretation can or cannot be applied to our study sites. Moreover, in this study, no specific adaptation strategy was observed among hierarchists.

In terms of the influence of values, according to Brink and Wamster (2018), there are three main aspects that can influence perceptions and action in the fight against CC. These three aspects are economic, ecological and social. Economic values make it possible to question the issue of profit, selfish interest vis-à-vis CC and its consequences. Concerning ecological values, they involve environmental sensitivity in the philosophy of the new ecological paradigm (NEP) of Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, and Jones (2000). (Note 2)

In this sense, the relationship of man to nature, in terms of profit but also of well-being and sustainability of natural resources, is analysed in an eco-centric perspective. From the point of view of the social aspect, it is a question of altruism. In other words, the concern for personal well-being and that of others (including nature) can be an important vehicle for commitment to protecting the climate. Several authors have emphasised the relationships and interactions between values and beliefs on the one hand and scientific knowledge on the other. Indeed, in their respective studies, Adger, Barnett, Brown, Marshall, and O’Brien (2013) and Persson, Sahlin, and Wallin (2015) have shown the existence of a dynamic interaction between values and beliefs and the issue of CC. According to these authors, the current development of scientific knowledge regarding CC offers a framework of reflection likely to question certain beliefs. Thus the influence of scientific knowledge on popular beliefs about CC is variable: when scientific and secular knowledge is in agreement, confirmation bias comes into play, when it is not, secular knowledge strongly resists and scientific knowledge has a weak influence.

On the one hand, scientific knowledge can serve to reinforce the beliefs that structure and govern the interactions between societies and their environment. In this sense, confirmation bias may lead individuals to select elements
from scientific discourse that appear to them to confirm preconceived ideas inherited from societal beliefs (Nickerson, 1998). On the other hand, based on pre-existing beliefs and values in relation to current scientific knowledge, scientific discourses and recommendations regarding adaptation can be completely challenged due to being contrary to the previously conveyed values and beliefs. In this context, religious belief is also an element that may favour or hinder commitment towards fighting CC. Using the example of American evangelists, Wilkinson (2010) shows that religious belief and environmental engagement are not necessarily opposed. According to him, theological and moral teachings bring an extra dimension to the work on CC largely dominated by scientific and political speech. In contrast, Ecklund, Scheitle, Peifer, and Bolger (2017) found climate skepticism to be higher among evangelicals than non-religious individuals.

In the light of these different sets of values and beliefs, we will seek here to analyse the different attitudes towards CC in France.

2.2 Political Orientation vs Climate Change

The last pillar of the CC approach via world views and values is political. In this respect, the literature very clearly shows the influence of political ideology on CC denial (McCright & Dunlap, 2011). In general, Hakkinen and Akrami (2014) have highlighted the existence of a strong correlation between right-wing authoritarian ideology and CC denial. In this sense, they show that political orientation and environmental values are relevant variables for studying attitudes and commitment to CC, results confirmed more recently by Ziegler (2017). Moreover, in the United States of America, McCright and Dunlap (2011) as well as Pidgeon (2012) have shown that right-wing conservatives and Republicans have very weak convictions about CC compared to the American left (Democrats) and the Liberals.

In Europe, political orientation and its implications for the perception of CC remains very little studied. Few scientific studies analyse the place of CC in the discourses of different European political movements. However, Möhler, Piet, and Zaccai (2015) have analysed the political polarisation around the climate issue in the European Union and show that climate-skepticism is almost exclusively an aspect of right-wing parties, that it is totally absent from the left or centre parties. On the right of the European political spectrum, especially among the extremes, the issue of CC is relegated to the background in favour of security and identity issues. However, this far-right skepticism towards CC, a minority view in Europe, is less in denial about the reality of the phenomenon and its anthropic origins than what can be found in the USA, where denial is very clearly expressed by some Republican voters and leaders (Möhler, Piet, and Zaccai, 2015). In Europe, the issue of CC is increasingly emerging in the outlook of political parties that call themselves social democrats (or socialists). In this political movement, situated for the most part between socialism and liberalism, the welfare state, equality policies and the need to regulate economic life constitute the main ideological foundations. According to Special Eurobarometer 313 (2009), politicians and supporters of the European left are undertaking more measures to combat CC. They are more convinced of the reality of the phenomenon and the urgent need to act. Moreover, in the left-wing programmes, more people in Europe (67%) highlight the benefits of a greener economy that participates in the fight against climate change. Thus, we can say that in Europe there is a noticeable difference between citizens situated on the left of the political spectrum and those on the right in regards to the subject of CC.

In France, a recent survey of the FIGF for the Fondation Jean-Jaurès and Conspiracy Watch (2017), shows that 77% of left supporters think that CC is certainly a problem caused mainly by human activity, compared to 53% on the right and 53% of Front National supporters. As for skeptics, 35% of right-wing voters say that it is not yet clear whether global warming results from human activity or solar radiation. They are less numerous on the left, 18%, and a little more so on the extreme right, 27% of the Front National. (Note 3). Moreover, we observe that in the Front National, 9% of voters think that we are not yet sure that the climate is getting warmer and 11% say that global warming does not exist, that it is primarily a hypothesis championed by politicians and scientists in order to advance their own interests. Regarding this last point, 1% of voters on the left have the same conviction, compared to 5% on the right.

In light of these elements, we will try to analyse if this right-left polarisation is confirmed in our study sites. We hypothesise that if CC representations are politically divisive, the degree and forms of engagement in the struggle against the phenomenon must also follow political orientations. In other words, we postulate that the fact of actively engaging or not in the fight against CC partly depends on political sensitivity. This political sensitivity is itself influenced by socio-occupational status, world view and the main values held (Bréchon, 2014, Bréchon & Gonthier, 2017). This approach will be all the more central in this work that the literature review shows us that in Europe, and particularly in France, there is little research on the barriers and the driving forces
that condition the commitment of the populations in the fight against CC according to their beliefs, values and or vision of the world unlike Anglo-Saxon countries (Blennow, Persson, Tomé, & Hanewinkel, 2012; Glaas, Neset, Kjellström, & Almås, 2015; Hegger, Mees, Driessen, & Runhaar, 2017; Brink & Wamster, 2018).

3. Method

3.1 Study Sites

Two study sites were selected in the Hauts de France region on the basis of both geographical characteristics and socio-economic criteria: Lille and Chauny (Fig. 1). The choice of these two sites makes it possible to compare perceptions and actions undertaken in a small rather rural town on the one side and those that characterise a large urban municipality on the other. Located in the 4th largest urban area of France, outside Paris, the central municipality of Lille had 233,000 inhabitants in 2015. As for the municipality of Chauny, located in the central-west of the department of Aisne, its population was estimated at 11,800 inhabitants in 2015. The second reason justifying the choice of these two sites is related to the comparable climatic context that characterises them. In fact, the municipalities of Lille and Chauny are subject to a temperate climate with oceanic influence. Between 1955 and 2016, the climatic records show a similar trend to warming in these two sites, with respectively an average increase of about 1.75°C in Lille and 1.77°C in Saint-Quentin (reference station for Chauny, 30 kilometres away).

3.2 Data Collected

Data was collected between May and September 2017 during the questionnaire survey. The survey was
conducted face-to-face at the respondent's homes for the vast majority of them, and in the workplace for some tradesmen and craftsmen. The samples from the two sites were constituted using the quota method, based on three socio-demographic criteria: gender, age and socio-professional category. The final sample includes 433 individuals, of whom 53% live in Lille and 47% in Chauny. Within it, the distribution of respondents is fairly balanced: 51% women and 49% men. Young people between the ages of 15 and 29 are in the majority, as 35% of the surveyed population. In regards to the age pyramid, our sample relatively clearly reflects the reality of the two reference populations. Indeed, 48% of respondents in Lille are aged between 15 and 29, with 53% among the population of Lille (Tab.1). In Chauny, there is a rather ageing population, with 32% aged over 60 in the reference population and nearly 30% in the sample.

In terms of socio-professional categories, there is an imbalance related to the structure of the two reference populations (Lille and Chauny). In the Lille sample, we note 19% managers and higher intellectual professions, the same as in the reference population, compared to only 6% in the Chauny sample (4% in the reference population). In Chauny, the working population is under-represented in the sample: 6% compared to 16% in the reference population. For the Lille site, it is the associate professionals that are underrepresented in our sample, with 6% compared to 15% in the reference population. Despite these imbalances in the socio-professional categories, we did not carry out an adjustment in the classic sense of the term but decided to reassign the retirees to their former categories, in particular to increase the number of workers and associate professionals, and to allow their comparison. (Note 4). This recoding, justified by the fact that retirees perceptions is less related to their current retiree status than to their last occupation (Chauvel, 2010), allows the presence of associate professionals to be increased from 6% to 10% in the Lille sample and that of workers from 6% to 12% in Chauny (see Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of the sample structure surveyed compared to the reference population of both sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Reference population</th>
<th>Surveyed sample</th>
<th>Corrected sample*</th>
<th>Reference population</th>
<th>Surveyed sample</th>
<th>Corrected sample*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-29</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-44</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-59</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-74</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75+</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-occupational groups and categories</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradesmen, shopkeepers and heads of businesses</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managers and higher intellectual professions</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate professionals *</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services, sales and administrative employees</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers *</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired*</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others not in work</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The corrected sample represents the structure of the surveyed population by reassigning retirees to their former occupations and socio-professional categories.
3.3 Analysis Variables

Firstly, the variables studied fall into four categories: 1) worldview and political orientation, 2) values, 3) perception and knowledge of CC, 4) fight against CC. The worldview has been understood from the way in which respondents define themselves from the point of view of their religious and/or spiritual beliefs. On the one hand there are those who define themselves as "believers" and on the other those who call themselves "atheists or agnostics". We also included in this first category, the vision of the ecological world that the people surveyed may have. We then used the answers to the question: do you think that the following natural resources are limited, unlimited? the resources cited were water, air, agricultural land, vegetation and biodiversity. We postulate that, in general, the relation to the environment and the issue of CC is different if we consider that natural resources are finite in time or on the contrary infinite. This issue therefore questions the perceptions of the sustainability of resources and we believe that it also refers to different attitudes towards belief and engagement in the fight against CC.

Regarding the political orientation of the respondents, this was studied based on the following two questions: on an axis graduated from 1 to 10, can you position yourself politically (1 being the leftmost, 10 the rightmost)? Do you vote for environmental political parties (green parties)? (Note 5).

As far as values are concerned, they have been analysed through the following questions: In general, do you trust what scientists say about CC? Do you have confidence in the steps public authorities have taken to combat CC? Are you a member of an association or NGO? The two questions about trust in scientists and politicians refer to values about the credibility of their action and can therefore influence commitment to the climate. We also took into account the associative engagement in order to characterise values. Indeed, the associative engagement contains an underlying dimension to the action which refers to a sensitivity towards certain causes, certain subjects and principles. It can be considered as an indicator of the relationship to others (altruism), including nature.

The last two variables directly concern CC in regards to perception and taking action against it. Regarding the perceptions and knowledge of CC, we have studied it through the following questions: if I tell you that the global climate is changing, would you agree with me? Would you say CC is an urgent issue? On a scale of 0 to 10, can you locate your level of knowledge about CC?

Regarding the engagement to combat the phenomenon, this has been analysed through the following questions: do you think, broadly speaking, that it is possible to combat CC? do you think (at your personal level) that you can combat CC? Have you taken personal measures to combat CC?

The additional variables taken into account in this study concern the socio-professional and geographical characteristics: place of residence, gender, age, level of education, PCS, economic standard of living). (Note 6).

3.4 Process for the Analysis

We first used descriptive statistics to analyse the distribution of responses for each of the variables studied. The frequencies of each modality made it possible to obtain an overview. From there, we carried out tests of bivariate correlations, which proved to be significant. These include the tests between political orientation, religious belief and associative engagement which all proved to be significant compared to the belief in CC, the urgency of combat and the move towards taking action through making steps to fight against CC.

This step is a prerequisite that has guided the combined analysis of all of the variables previously cited to explain climate belief and engagement within the two sites according to the worldview, political orientation and/or values of their inhabitants. The second phase consisted of in-depth analyses in the form of factor analysis, which is justified by its effectiveness in highlighting the links between more than two variables (Michel-Guillou, 2014). Thus, we have opted for multiple factor analysis "MFA" (Escofier & Pagès, 2008) because it allows to work from groups of variables by rebalancing the significance of each of them, their number and their variability being different. It also allows a very fine identification of the links between these groups using specific indicators. The aim was to first identify the proximities between worldview, political orientation and values on the subject of CC perception and climate engagement.

In a second step, we sought to highlight the groups of people or scale factors relating to the climate perception and engagement according to the links identified between worldview, political orientation and values. Finally, we wanted to determine if the place of residence or the sociodemographic variables intervened in the characterisation of the identified groups.

In this approach, several variables were tested beforehand through a simple multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) associating all the variables suggested for the analysis. This test removed the variable that places CC
among a set of environmental problems, due to the lack of links with the four groups. We then carried out the first phase of the MFA using MCAs separated by group, which allowed the highlighting of the different factors or dimensionality of their own. These preliminary MCAs revealed the potential links between the different dimensions. The next step involves the global analysis of groups by MFA. Four groups were used to define the factorial space (active variables): worldview and political orientation (8 variables), values (3 variables), perception and knowledge of climate change (4 variables), the fight against climate change (3 variables). A fifth group (6 variables), taking into account the social and geographical characteristics of the respondents, was added. For the missing values of some variables, we applied the "nearest neighbour" method. (Note 7) This had little influence on the final result, as there are very few missing values (<0.4%). All the statistical work was carried out with XLSTAT-Psy software - version 18.03 and the multiblock and 3DPlot data analysis tool in addition to the graphic representations.

4. Results

4.1 Descriptive Analysis of Factorial Axes

The MFA applied to these data shows (Fig.2) that the relations between the dimensions characterising on the one hand each group taken individually and all the active groups are rather moderate. However, if one observes the first main component of the MFA (axis F1), proximities exist between the first factorial dimensions of each of these active groups. This axis, common to the four groups, stands out clearly from the following; its eigenvalue is 2.06 (or 5.63% variability), that of the others does not exceed 1.43. The interest of this axis is that the contribution of each of the groups is rather balanced (between 19 and 32.5%) and that the correlations of the first partial axis of the separated MCAs (predominant dimensions of each group) with F1 are of the same order of magnitude. Despite these average values, we can consider that, given the number of people interviewed (N = 433) and the number of associated groups, this factor provides a very interesting insight into the links between worldview, political orientation, and values on the subject of belief and climate engagement.

The F2 axis, with 1.425 eigenvalue (3.9% variability), relates heavily on 3 groups: values (30.6% of contributions), CC perception and knowledge (32.9%) and combat (22.4%). In detail, this component moderately associates three partial components of the MCAs. The first two partial axes are focused on the fight against CC and the characteristic values of those who do or do not take actions against it. The third partial axis concerns the perception and knowledge of CC. The statistical correlations of these 3 axes are quite similar. They confirm the existence of a genuine link between them.

The eigenvalue of the next axis, F3 (3.5% variability), is very close to the previous one. However, this one relies heavily on the two groups: values (41.3% of contributions) and perception and knowledge (38%), and only the first partial axis of the values group is expressed sufficiently, the others being weak or very weak. This confirms that F3 is less relevant to study than the first two.

After checking the individual contributions to see if the MFA components are based on enough observations, we concluded that the first two components of the MFA, the F1 and F2 axes, deserve a more detailed analysis because their content proves to be rich in information (Fig. 2).
Moreover, we observe that the structure and the dimensions of the group of additional variables representing the sociogeographic characteristics do not associate well with the other active groups, and in particular here on the MFA targeted factor. (Note 8)

However, taken as illustrative variables, the social and geographical characteristics are sufficiently correlated with this axis to be used in the analysis aimed at a finer characterisation of the active groups. All the modalities of the active variables have been reported on the F1-F2 plane of the MFA, in the form of centroids (centres of the point cloud of the modality). We have selected the centroid for its ability to highlight a greater or lesser link depending on the distance to the origin 0 of the factorial axis considered.

In addition, we checked the presentation quality of each of the modalities by active variable to identify and select those that best fit this factor (Busca & Toutain, 2009). Figure 3 shows the modalities most related to F1 and F2. (Note 9)

First of all, compared to the first partial axes highlighted by the preliminary MCA, it should be noted that it is the perception & knowledge of CC (32.5%) then, in a balanced way, the fight against CC (25.9%), the worldview and the political orientation (22.7%) that best relate to the F1 axis of the MFA. The contribution of the last group, the values, represents 18.8%. This F1 axis represents the degree of certainty about the reality of CC and its causes, and the level of engagement in the fight against CC. Given the ordered alignment of most of the modalities relating to several ordinal variables of distinct groups and given the good quality of individual
representation on the F1 component, our analysis will be focused on this axis 1.

We have previously seen that the F2 axis of preliminary MCAs is structured around the following variables: perception & knowledge CC (32.8%), values (30.5%) and fight against CC (29.3%). Starting from this, the second component of the MFA makes it possible to highlight on the factorial level, on the one hand the sceptical (and not militant) inhabitants, who do not express opinions on the fight against CC or confidence in the measures and actors (value), and secondly those with a rather unfavourable opinion towards scientists and measures advocated by public authorities (values).

In sum, the descriptive analysis of the MFA tells us that there is a clear opposition between those who believe in CC (the convinced) and those who do not believe in it or who do not give a response (sceptics). What roles do the worldview, political orientation and values play in this opposition?

![Figure 3. Centroid of the modalities best represented on the plane F1 and F2](image)

**Note:** DK=Don’t Know, DNA=Did Not Answer, Green p=Green parties, Asso=Association, Finite res=Finite resource, Socio-env pb=Socio-environmental problems, P-orientation=Political orientation, CC=Climate Change

### 4.2 Belief in CC and Commitment to Fight

In our survey, those convinced about the reality of CC are mostly atheists, with an ecological vision very focused on the finiteness of natural resources. Across the entire sample surveyed, those who think that resources such as air (47%), water (72%), agricultural land (84%) or biodiversity (80%) are limited are among the most convinced of the reality of CC. This view of the finiteness of natural resources questions, in other words, the question of their sustainability. From this point of view, the respondents in this group are in total agreement that the global climate is changing and think that CC is a very urgent matter that needs to be dealt with. Another element that characterises these people is the political orientation. In total, in our sample we have 19% of voters on the far left and 18% of voters on the left. Of these, 80% of far-left voters and 78% of left-wing voters strongly agree that the global climate is changing and there is an urgent need to act against CC. In line with the work of McCright,
Marquart-Pyatt, Shwom, Brechin, & Allen, (2016), this result confirms the fact that we are more concerned with the climate when we are located on the left rather than the right side of the political spectrum. In addition, in the entire sample, 36% sometimes, often or always vote for political parties labelled as environmentalists and among those who display this environmental awareness, nearly 85% of them completely agree that the global climate is changing and urgent action is needed.

Thus it can be said that pro-environmentalism characterises this group well and this seems to be a key factor in favour of climate action. Indeed, in terms of climate engagement, we observe that activism in favour of the fight against CC is very significant in this group (Fig. 4). Many people are convinced that we can fight CC not only collectively but also individually. We observed a significant correlation between environmental values and commitment to the fight against CC. People who tend to vote for environmental parties (36% in total) are more likely (75%) to take personal action against CC. As far as right-left political polarisation is concerned, among the 19% of far-left voters (in the surveyed population as a whole), it can be noted that 68% of them engage in the fight against CC by taking personal measures. On the other side, among far-right voters (3% declared and 25% not assumed), we note that nearly 67% do not engage in the fight against CC. (Note 10)

In right-wing voters, 50% say they take action against 50% who do not. While on the left, 65% take action against 35% who do not opt for personal measures of combat.

If we now take into account religious beliefs and values of individuals, crosses show that 71% of those who declare themselves atheists have taken measures against CC. While among believers, attitudes are differentiated into two groups of equal proportions: half (50%) implement measures while the other half (50%) do not implement them. Moreover, among the respondents, this engagement in the fight against CC is reinforced by the sensitivity to values, particularly related to trust and associative engagement. There is a propensity to take personal action against CC because people are more confident in the views expressed by the scientific community and have less trust in the measures taken by the authorities. Confidence in science appears to be a catalyst for taking action against CC. This confidence in science, particularly on the issue of CC, can be explained by the convergence of scientists towards an increasingly strong or even very strong consensus about the reality of CC, the physical dynamics at stake and the potential consequences of the phenomenon.

Regarding the value of activist engagement (for others or for nature), this also seems to be an important driver in decision-making to combat CC. Among those who are involved in an association or NGO, 75% say they take personal action against climate change against 24% who do not commit themselves.

Finally, from a socio-geographical point of view, we observe that this population of those who are convinced about and committed to fight CC is better represented in Lille (Vieux-Lille, Colson Franklin, Station) and less in Chauny. Executives and those with higher education and a high standard of living are also better represented, partially overlapping the previous one.

4.3 Lack of Belief in CC and Inaction

Axes 1 and 2 of the MFA show that respondents not fully convinced of the reality of CC are divided between those who doubt the reality of CC, who we will call climate-sceptics, and those who are in complete denial, who we will call climate-deniers. The distinction is necessary, since there is a dimension of doubt inherent in climate-scepticism that is not found in the climate-deniers: they do not doubt, they "know" and are convinced that CC does not exist.

The analysis of MFA factorial planes shows that individuals who are more or less in agreement that the global climate is changing are getting closer to those unconvinced of CC’s reality in terms of engagement. This inclination in the factorial plane justifies analysing in a single block those who rather agree with the fact that the world climate is changing (24%), those who rather disagree (1%), and those who completely disagree (1%).

Link analysis shows that this block is shared between agnostics and believers. In terms of the environmental vision of the world, it is difficult to characterise this group because most of the individuals say they do not know if the natural resources such as biodiversity, agricultural land or air are limited or not. In terms of political sensitivity, this block is mainly made up of individuals voting right and far right (declared + non-assumed) in relation to the entire surveyed population. With regard to taking action against CC, this population is globally characterised by its abstention from action (Fig. 4). There are two sub-groups on this question: the first is made up of those who consider that nothing can be done to combat CC, both individually and collectively, the second sub-group is rather undecided because the individuals do not know if we can fight or not against the phenomenon.

How can we go further in explaining this non-engagement?
Two factors seem to provide elements of analysis: the values put forward by the inhabitants and the sociogeographical characteristics. Indeed, trust in the measures taken by the public authorities and confidence in the scientific community suffer from the same weakness in both cases. The people surveyed in this group therefore do not trust science or politics. These results echo the findings of (Peretti-Watel & Hammer, 2007, Giddens, 1994) who note that the lack of trust in political authorities induces a weak capacity of administrations and elected officials to involve the public in the climate issue. Thus, this lack of confidence sometimes gives rise to low awareness of climate issues and even sometimes to a certain mistrust of state and scientific institutions. This is a source of reluctance to fight against CC, contrary to what was observed among the convinced. This reluctance arises from the fact that a part of the population feels that the conduct and the concrete realisation of the measures recommended by the public authorities and scientists is lacking, as illustrated by these reports below (Note 11):

"Politicians talk about it but do nothing; we can't do anything, they don't listen to us even at the local level", observation no. 80, worker, 8th July, 2017 in Chauny.

"When will politicians stop taking us for idiots; we should put an end to lobbying", observation no. 195, college teacher, 30th June, 2017 in Chauny.

One can speak of a certain form of rejection of the political and scientific system, all the more so as the political orientation of this group leans clearly towards the extreme right. This non-engagement with climate issues also seems to go hand in hand with non-associative engagement (for others or for nature), which relatively characterises the members of this group.

In terms of sociogeographic characteristics, we can observe that this non-belief in CC and this non-engagement in terms of combating it more specifically concerns individuals of the skilled trades, merchant, worker and employee categories, with a low to medium standard of living, as well as a low level of education. Consequently, if we observe an interesting proximity between the populations of Chauny and the Lille district of Fives-Caulier regarding this non-engagement with climate issues and this non-belief in the reality of the CC and the urgency of acting, this is partially explained by the similarities of the two populations in terms of their overall low standard of living. Moreover, our results show that they focus more on prioritising socio-economic problems such as unemployment and terrorism than on the issue of CC.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

At the end of our analysis on the role of the worldview, political orientation and values of individuals regarding their belief and engagement in the fight against CC, we can keep the following points in mind: 1) an environmental world view centred on the finitude of natural resources gives rise to a strong belief in the reality and urgency of CC and a commitment to fight against it 2) the more an individual is politically and ideologically situated to the left of the political spectrum, the greater the awareness of CC and the greater the commitment to fight against the phenomenon, 3) conversely, the more an individual is situated to the right of the political spectrum, the lower the awareness of CC is, with a decreased tendency to take measures to combat it, 4) associative engagement and trust in scientific and political institutions seem to be values that are favourable to taking action on climate issues.

In the light of this work, several questions emerge: what does the political polarisation regarding the climate
issue evoke? A simple effect related to partisan affiliation or a real ideological divide? On the other hand, does the propensity of the wealthier and higher-educated to take action mean that CC is a specific issue and concern for this group?

In our view, far from being simply the reflection of a partisan affiliation, we think like McCright et al., (2016) that the political polarisation regarding CC refers both to the ideological foundations of these two political movements but also to sometimes conflicting interests between the actors. For a large part of the population who identify with either the left or the right, there is the implicit issue of the principles, beliefs and values that are essential for building an ideal society. In our increasingly modern and liberal societies, the world view of those who rank on the right, more individualistic, encourages relying first and foremost on oneself in order to cope with growing competition and insecurity, while in the world view of those who rank on the left, the emphasis is placed on the role of the welfare state, in charge of protecting the weakest and fighting against inequalities. Applied to an environmental and societal problem such as CC, this right/left cleavage means taking into account interactions between humans and their environment in the etymological sense of ecology. Therefore, from the point of view of left-wing ecologist thought, capitalism, mixed with a certain idea of infinite economic growth, must not be left to spontaneously operate either, the public authorities have the duty to act in order to preserve the harmony and fragile balances between humans and their environment. This means, for example, taking into account the potential impacts on the environment of the various land development and economic development projects. This attitude is not appropriate for those who adhere to liberal thinking, who tend to refer to the market as well as the economic equilibrium and environmental balance. In this respect, we can refer to the "entrepreneur" or "individualist" pole of Douglas and Wildavsky's (1983) culturalist model, where we find people who are particularly concerned about immediate benefits and who are not interested in long-term risks, whether they are environmental or not. Finally, the current development of the French political framework certainly deserves other more targeted studies on the environmental tendencies of those displaying a "neither left nor right" position. There is a growing emergence of rejection of the capitalist consumer society, but which does not benefit great ideals and socialist or communist projects, judged as utopian.

Regarding the implications of religion on the perception of CC and attitudes adopted, we observed a significant contrast between those who declare themselves to be atheists and those who claim to be believers. In the former, the conviction about the reality of CC and the urgency of acting is stronger than the second, where the situation is in balance between the convinced and un convinced. Given this finding, it remains difficult to draw a definite conclusion about the implications of religious beliefs regarding CC. Among those who declare themselves to be believers, there are two positions leading to opposing attitudes towards taking action against CC. On the one hand, there are those who see CC as being the manifestation of the divine will against which man can do nothing. This attitude is in line with the fatalists of culturalist analysis. On the other hand, there are the proponents of an eco-religious philosophy based on the idea of taking care of the divine creation: Genesis 2:15 "The Lord God took the man, and placed him in the Garden of Eden to cultivate it and to keep it." This kind of reasoning emphasises man's responsibility towards nature and therefore towards CC. In this second trend, religious moral convictions also incite action since the consequences of the phenomenon would first of all hit the poor hardest, those who need the help of every member of society according to their means, actions and deeds. From this perspective, religious belief can be considered as an important variable in the commitment to the climate cause.

In addition, we observed that the move to take action against CC is also dependent on the socio-economic status of the respondents. People with high incomes and a high level of education appear to be more favourable to the issue of CC in terms of perception and even more so in terms of taking action. They are more inclined to take action against CC. This can already be seen in Beck (1992), for whom climate change remains the concern of a better educated, richer elite, capable of appropriating the messages conveyed by scientists and climate experts. These results are also in line with Bozonnet (2011), who observed that the intensity of awareness of CC and the urgency of acting is well correlated with social inequalities. However, even if this correlation is statistically established, it does not necessarily mean that people with higher education and a higher standard of living have a greater deal of awareness and stronger environmental convictions than people with low standards of living and education. This tendency for people to be more concerned with the environment when they are well-off can be analysed and understood in part by the issue of satisfaction of primary needs (sufficient food, safety, employment, etc.), which take precedence over any environmental concern. When basic needs are met, the situation becomes more favourable to climate engagement. In our two study sites, the less well-off are more concerned with the issue of security from terrorism and job security, which puts the issue of CC in the background.

In the end, in a context where scientists and public authorities call for an acceleration of the implementation of adaptation strategies concerning CC, it is necessary to take into account these political, economic and ideological
considerations in order to better inform people and inspire them to take action.
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Notes

Note 1. For easier reading, the acronym "CC" will replace the expression "climate change" in the body of the text.

Note 2. The new ecological paradigm (NEP) is an indicator of environmental values. It focuses on the limits of growth and the preservation of natural resources according to people's beliefs about nature (Dunlap et al., 2000). Starting from the idea that human societies have the capacity to upset the balance of nature, the NEP makes it possible to understand the way in which these societies perceive their impacts on the biosphere and the interactions that connect them. According to our ecological vision of the world, we act on the natural resources in a positive or negative way.

Note 4. Given the structure of the questionnaire and the size of the sample surveyed (n = 202 in Chauny and 233 in Lille), we did not perform any data adjustment. The adjustment postulates that, within each category, the non-respondents would have given the same type of answers as those who responded (Combessie, 2007). But in our questionnaire, multiple choices and many open questions make it difficult or impossible to validate this adjustment postulate.

Note 5. From this question, the answers were recoded between 5 political groups: 1-2 = far left; 3-4 = left; 5 = centre; 6-7-8 = right; 9-10 = far right.

Note 6. The economic standard of living has been calculated on the basis of the household income and the number of consumption units (CU) it contains: each household member is given a coefficient, the number of persons is thus converted into CU. The Insee scale allocates 1 CU for the first adult in the household, 0.5 CU for other persons aged 14 or over and 0.3 CU for children under 14 years of age. We thus calculated the income per CU and established three living standards: low (income per CU less than or equal to the poverty line, i.e. €1015/month), average (income per CU between €1015 and €2000/month) and favourable (more than €2000/month).

Note 7. Or KNN (K Nearest Neighbours), the imputed value being that of similar individuals.

Note 8. The values of this group with all the others are very small, i.e. $R_v = 0.099$ (very different from 1, maximum value reached when the link is absolute) and dimensionality $L_g = 0.6$ (very far from 5.45 within the group itself).

Note 9. $\cos^2$ with modality $> \cos^2$ mean of F1 or F2, that is $= 0.163$ for the 1st axis and 0.053 for the second one.

Note 10. Comparing this percentage of 25% of respondents who did not want to express their political orientation and the ratio of voters in the 2017 presidential election at the two study sites gives some indications: according to our survey in Chauny only 5% of respondents say that they are clearly and explicitly right-wing extremists, and 35% of respondents did not want to comment on their political affiliation. However, the Front National (FN) came in first in the second round of the 2017 presidential election with 51% of the vote against 49% for En Marche (EM). In Lille, only 1% of respondents clearly declare themselves as sympathising with the extreme right and 17% of respondents did not wish to express their political position. The election results show that 78% of Lille voted for En Marche compared to 21% for the FN. In the light of these figures and trends, it can be hypothesised that people who do not want to express their views on politics tend to look to the extreme right without declaring this, especially in Chauny.

Note 11. These reports were collected at the end of the questionnaires when respondents were asked if they wanted to add anything (a comment, an idea, a critic, another subject...).
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